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Abstract 

In order t.o rmuovc vacuum energy of the Higgs field in the Standard Model, we 
consider the V<!r8ion of the model, where t.he fundamental dimensional parameter C 
in the Higgs potential ,\( q12 - C2

)
2 is replaced by tlw zeroth Fourier harmonic of the! 

Higgs field </1 . In this case all masses in SM am determined by the iuitial data of 
the potential free e4uation of this harmonic. By consideration the extremum of the 
quantum Coleman-Weinberg effective potential obtained from the unit vacuum -
vacuum transition amplitude, we get the prediction of the lowest Higgs boson mass: 
m1i = 138 GeV, which corresponds to renormalization constant value of the order 
of the weak boson masses, i.e. the scale where all the relevant quantities in the 
equation arc well defined. This result is in qualitative agreement with the result of 
Ref. (18], m1i > 128 ± 33, obtained from the Higgs potential stability condition. 

There can be two types of parameters in the Standard Model (SM) [1] like in any 
dynamic theory, fundamental parameters of the potential and the initial data of the 
equations of motion. In this paper, a new version [2] of the Higgs effect. (3, 4] in the 
SM is considered, where the constant parameter C of the potential is replaced by an 
initial datum of the zeroth Fourier harmonic [::i] (¢) = ~ J d3x¢ a8 the averaging over the 
coordinate volume V0 = J d3x: 

(1) 

This model corresponds to the zero value of the zeroth mode potential Vinertiat( (¢)) = 0 
and the potential free (i.e. inertial) equations 

(¢) = 0. (2) 

There is a solution of these vacuum equations 

(¢) = C(initial datum) = ¢1, (~) = 0 (3) 

that does not contradict the relativistic invariance of masses. Note that the zero -potential 
constraint is applied to renormalized quantities. So quantum corrections at all orders are 
already included. Such a choice of the potential might look rather artificial. But to our 
mind it is motivated by two serious reasons: minimization of the vacuum energy aucl 
embedding the Higgs field into cosmology. Moreover, contrary to the Sl'vI case, when• the 
symmetry betwecu the components of the Higgs field is broken spontaneously clue to t.lw 
special form of the potential, we break the symmetry by th e initial condition (3). On tlw 
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one hand our model correspond to a special extreme choice of parameters in the Standard 
Model, while 011 lite other band it has particular features. 

The present paper L'> devoted to physi a l '011seqne11crs of this model. We claim that 
this model is compati hl with 1.b · pr sent rl\µ erimr11t.al dilta in high energy physics and 
cosmological oliscrvatious. ~forcover , t.l1e c·cms l.rAinL Oil Llw potential leads to a prediction 
for the Higgs boson mass. 

The action of the Standard Model with the choice of the Higgs field potential (1) can 
be written in the form 

SsM = j d4x£sM = j d 1:c [£111<1 +£Higgs], (4) 

where Lind is the standard part of the Lagrangian independent of the Higgs field and 

£Higgs = 8µ,¢8µ</i - </i L gJf f + ~
2 

L g~V2 - >. [</i2 - (¢) 2]2 (5) 
I v ~ 

VinertiaJ{¢) 

are the mass-like terms of fermions and vector bosons coupled with the Higgs field; g and 
g' are the Weinberg coupling constants, and measurable gauge bosons w:, W

1
;-, Zµ, are 

defined by the usual relations: Wt' := A!± A~ = W~ ± w;, Zµ, := -Bµ, sin Ow+ A! cos Ow, 
tan Ow= g'/g, where Ow is the Weinberg angle. 

After the separation of the zeroth mode (¢) the bilinear part of the Higgs Lagrangian 
takes the form 

£~/~~:ar = ~8µ,h81'-h - (¢) 'L,gJ!J + (~2 Lg~V2 - 2>.(¢)2h2. (7) 
I v 

In the lowest order in the coupling constant, the bilinear Lagrangian of the sum of all 
fields arises with the masses of vector (W, Z), fermion (!), and Higgs (h) particles: 

Mw = ~g, Mz = ~ Jg2 + g'2 , m1 = (<fi)gJ, m11 = 2.J3:( ¢) (8) 

according to the definition of the masses of vector (V) and fermion (!) particles £mass = 
Af2 -
TVµ,Vµ-mjf f. 

The sum of all vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude diagrams of the theory is known 
as the Coleman - Weinberg potential [6] 

Vcw((</i)) = -iTrlog < OjO >((¢))= -iTrlogIJ Gp.AF[(¢)JG:F(¢1], (9) 
F 

where Gp.AF are the Green-function operators with AF = 1/2 for bosons and AF = -1 for 

fermions . In this case, the unit vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude < OjO > j - 1 
(</J)=</J1 

means that Vcw(¢1) = 0, where ¢1 is a solution of the variation equation 

85 (</i)+dVcw((</i))I = 

d( <P) ( </J)=¢1 

(10) 
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= D~(1/1) + L.rJJ <ff>_ (t) L.rJ~ <V2> +4).(r,h) <li°2 >= 0. 
J v 

wlH'l'I' < 1 "l >, < .ff >. nud < h2 > an• t.hc· corHlrnsat.c•s dcl.cm1iuc·d by the• Gwc11 
fuuctio11s iu [i']: 

< \ '2 >= (1;,(.1)1;,(.1)). < fl2 >= (h(.1 )/i( I)) . (1 l) 

firndl.v, usiu~ tlll' ddiuit.ions of the coudc~nsatcs mtd 111nssrs (8) W<' obtain I hr equation 
of motiou 

(r/1)Dc~(r/>) = - Lill!< If>+ LM; < 1'2 > +rnf, < h2 > . (12) 
I 

Iu t.lw class of co11sLa11t solutions of DG(¢) =:: 0 all masses (8) arc defined by the initial 
datn of this equation 

(13) 

The nom~c~ro solntion means that there is the Cell-Mann- Oakes--Renncr type relation 

-L m1 < J J > + L mi < bb >= 0, (14) 
I b 

whern b stands for bosons. 
If we suppose that the condensates are defined by the subtraction procedure associated 

with the renornrnlization of masses and wave functions leading to the finite value for bosons 
(b) and fermious (!) respectively 

where A is a subtraction constant. In this case, the sum rule (14) takes the form 

< h2 >mi,= - L < f J > mf + 2Mw < w,,W1
' >+Mi< ZµV >. (17) 

I 

We substitute the experimental data by the values of masses of bosons Mw = 80.403 ± 
0.029 GcV. fl/7. = 91.1876±0.00021 GI'\/ I j, and t-quark m 1 = 170.9±1.8 GeV (10]. In the 
minimal Si'vl f81 , the t hree color t.-quark dom i1mtes I;1 m} ::= 3mf because contributions 
of other fe rm ions "'L1t-t m]/2m1, ,..,, 0. 17 je · arr very small. 

In Fig. J tlw solul.iou of he ubovo mp 1a t. in 11 Lq plotted for the range 0.3 GeV <A < 100 
GeV. There is no sn l11 l1i()ll of Eq. (17) for 81.I ,c < 1\ < 370 GeV. The lower right 
point of thf' plot, ( '0 1 Tt'Sj10 11tl ~ to m1i = 138 ( ;PV, wlt i ·l.1 is tJw best choice, since taking 
renormalization rn11s1.nnl. viilu <' of the order or tl w we;1k lmsn n masses corresponds to the 
srnle where all l hr rnl!'vanl qnantit.ies in tlll' C?t p1a l.io11 urc wvll defined. This result is 
i11 qualit.atiw agrcrnwnt with the result. of Ref. [18], m1i > 128 ± 33, olit.ained from the 
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Figure 1: Value of the Higgs mass from Eq. (17) with the condensates defined by Eq. (15) 
as a function of A. 

Higgs potential stability condition. Note that the stability boundary of the potential just 
corresponds to the point, we are looking at. 

In general radiative corrections to the quantities in this relation within the Standard 
Model are not small, first of all due to a large coupling constant of Higgs with top quark. 
The corrections can be treated in the usual way, e.g. following Refs. [17, 18], since our 
model formally is a partial case of the Standard Model. Note that the zero value of the 
Higgs potential and relation ( 17) in our model should be valid in all orders of the per
turbation theory. Implementation of higher order effects can reduce the renormalization 
scale dependence. This problem will be considered elsewhere. 

The choice of the parameters in the inertial Higgs potential in our model can be 
motivated by Lhe osrnological reasons. Even so that the resulting Lagrangian of the 
model is pni Lically Lit same as the on of SM, we get a prediction for value of the Lhe 
Riggs boson ma1>s to be in the range 215 ~ 255 GeV. In t11is range of m.1, th width of 
tl1e Higgl:l particl is between 5 and 10 V. Her the main decay rnodt'.S a.r W --+ ZZ 
aud H --+ WW (since Mz < m 11 < 2m1), whi ·h are qu'it conveni nt for xp rim ntal 
studies [4]. The so-called "gold-plated" channel H --+ 4µ should allow a rather accurate 
measurement of mh with at least 0.1% relative error [ll]. So it is important to provide 
adequately precise theoretical predictions for this quantity. As concerns the production 
mechanism, the sub-process with gluon-gluon fusion dominates [12] for the given range 
of mh and the corresponding cross section of about 104 fb provides a good possibility to 
discover the Higgs boson at the high-luminosity LHC machine. 

In this way the potential free Higgs mechanism gives the possibility to solve the ques
tion about a consistence of the nonzero vacuum value of the scalar field with the zero 
vacuum cosmological energy as a consequence of the unit vacuum-vacuum transition 
amplitud . The inertial motion of a scalar field corresponds to th dominanc of the 
mos& si11gular rigid state at the epoch of the intensive vacuum creation of Lh primordial 
b sons [13]. As it was shown, it can be compatible with energy buclg-•t. of t.h uuive.rs · 
and the Supernova data [14-16]. 
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